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Well,   we’ve   made   it   through   yet   another   morning   of   springing   forward,   when   yet   another  
hour   of   sleep   is   unceremoniously   seized   from   our   eyelids.   I   console   myself   with   the   fact   that   this  
will   eventually   enable   long,   bright   summer   evenings   and,   for   today   at   least,   facilitate   an   excellent  
afternoon   nap.  

This   morning   we   have   a   gospel   text   that   is   both   very   familiar   and   also   very   strange.   "For  
God   so   loved   the   world   that   he   gave   his   only   begotten   Son   .   .   ."   You   know   the   rest.   For   many   of  
us,   that   phrase   alone   evokes   a   variety   of   images   and   scenes   —   perhaps   that   brings   to   mind  
football   stadiums   where   "John   3:16"   is   plastered   on   signs   in   the   endzone;   perhaps   that   brings   to  
mind   small   Christian   fish   symbols   and   bumper   stickers;   perhaps   that   brings   to   mind   fiery   street  
preachers   who   hurl   this   verse   at   unsuspecting   passersby   like   Zeus   throwing   a   bolt   of   lightning.  

As   familiar   as   this   verse   is,   what   is   not   always   as   familiar   is   the   narrative   scene   in   which  
it   occurs   —   namely,   the   story   of   Nicodemus   coming   to   Jesus,   in   the   dead   of   night,   seeking   an  
audience   with   this   inspired   preacher   he   has   heard   about.   Nicodemus,   a   gray-haired   member   of  
the   local   council,   feels   intensely   drawn   to   Jesus,   in   spite   of   what   that   might   mean   for   his   standing  
and   reputation.   Nicodemus   is   a   prominent   member   of   the   local   Jewish   community,   and   joining  
the   Jesus   movement   is   not   exactly   what   prominent,   upstanding   citizens   like   him   were   doing   at  
the   time.   Some   of   us   may   be   able   to   identify   with   Nicodemus   in   this   regard.   Even   though   being   a  
Christian   in   our   majority   Christian   culture   today   is   not   at   all   abnormal,   especially   in   a   place   like  
Eugene   it   is,   at   times,   suspect.   In   Nicodemus’s   time,   Jesus   was   attracting   a   ragtag   band   of  
followers   and   they   represented   a   threat   to   stability.   Nicodemus   was   flouting   tradition   and   risking  
his   place   in   the   community   by   seeking   to   join   Jesus’s   movement.   And   so,   in   fear,   he   came   to  
Jesus   by   night.  

But   even   more   than   what   his   friends   would   think,   Nicodemus   was   also   uncertain   about  
what   Jesus   was   calling   him   to.   In   their   puzzling   exchange,   which   comes   right   before   Jesus’s  
famous   proclamation   about   God’s   love   in   John   3:16,   Jesus   tells   Nicodemus   that   he   must   be   born  
again.   Nicodemus   is   justifiably   puzzled.   How   can   one   be   born   a   second   time?   And   yet,   at   this  
moment,   he   makes   a   choice   to   trust   Jesus.   The   fact   that   he   chose   to   follow   Jesus   in   spite   of   his  
fear   and   uncertainty   is   evident   later   in   John’s   gospel,   when   Nicodemus   helps   care   for   Jesus’s  
body   at   his   death.   The   combination   of   trust   and   uncertainty   marks   many   of   us,   I   think.   We   know  
that   we   are   called   to   follow   Jesus   and   not   be   afraid,   but   what   that   means   is   not   always   clear.  

Jesus   tries   to   help   Nicodemus   understand   who   he   is   and   what   his   purpose   is   by   drawing  
an   analogy   to   an   ancient   episode   in   Israel’s   past   when   it   was   faced   with   a   pestilence   of   snakes.  
As   he   says   in   verse   fourteen:   "Just   as   Moses   lifted   up   the   serpent   in   the   wilderness,   so   must   the  
Son   of   Man   be   lifted   up,   that   whoever   believes   in   him   may   have   eternal   life."  

Serpents   in   the   wilderness?   What   in   the   world   is   he   talking   about?   For   context,   we   have  
to   bring   in   a   story   that   Nicodemus   would   have   known   well   as   a   Jewish   religious   leader,   a   story  
from   the   third   book   of   the   Bible   —   “Numbers.”   Now   don’t   let   the   relatively   innocuous-sounding  



title   “Numbers”   fool   you   —   the   book   of   Numbers   is   no   accounting   manual.   Numbers   stands   as   a  
record   of   God’s   interactions   with   the   Israelites   during   their   time   of   wandering   in   the   desert,   and   it  
has   some   pretty   interesting   stories,   including   this   one   that   Jesus   references   in   John   3.   Allow   me  
to   read   it   to   you:  

  4   From   Mount   Hor   [the   Israelites]   set   out   by   the   way   to   the   Red   Sea,     to   go   around   the   land  
of   Edom;   but   the   people   became   impatient   on   the   way.    5 The   people   spoke   against   God   and  
against   Moses,   ‘Why   have   you   brought   us   up   out   of   Egypt   to   die   in   the   wilderness?   For  
there   is   no   food   and   no   water,   and   we   detest   this   miserable   food.’    6 Then   the   Lord   sent  
poisonous   serpents   among   the   people,   and   they   bit   the   people,   so   that   many   Israelites   died.  
7 The   people   came   to   Moses   and   said,   ‘We   have   sinned   by   speaking   against   the   Lord   and  
against   you;   pray   to   the   Lord   to   take   away   the   serpents   from   us.’   So   Moses   prayed   for   the  
people.    8 And   the   Lord   said   to   Moses,   ‘Make   a   poisonous   serpent,   and   set   it   on   a   pole;   and  
everyone   who   is   bitten   shall   look   at   it   and   live.’    9 So   Moses   made   a   serpent   of   bronze,   and  
put   it   upon   a   pole;   and   whenever   a   serpent   bit   someone,   that   person   would   look   at   the  
serpent   of   bronze   and   live.  

The   situation   was   this:   The   Israelites   were   anxious   about   their   plight   and   began   complaining  
against   Moses   and   God   and,   as   sometimes   happens   in   the   Hebrew   Bible,   God   responds   with   an  
act   of   judgment,   here   a   plague   of   snakes.   The   Israelites   feared   for   their   lives   and   were   being   bit  
left   and   right.   This   causes   them   to   realize   the   error   of   their   ways,   and   so   God   provides   an  
antidote.   The   antidote   to   the   snake   bite   contagion   was,   somewhat   surprisingly   to   us,   looking  
upon   an   elevated   bronze   serpent.   But   this   wouldn’t   have   been   surprising   to   the   people   back   then.  
Serpents   were   associated   with   healing   in   many   ancient   cultures,   and   that   association   is   still  
somewhat   true   today.   If   you   ever   take   a   close   look   at   the   little   badge   that   is   associated   with  
medicine,   you’ll   see   a   serpent   wrapped   around   a   staff   —   the   staff   of   Asclepius,   the   Greek   god   of  
healing.  

God’s   solution   to   the   problem   of   the   Israelite   community’s   anxiety   and   the   consequences  
it   brought   was   for   Moses   to   lift   up   a   bronze   serpent   on   a   pole   as   a   rallying   point,   a   somewhat  
bizarre   yet   potent   symbol   that   God   had   given   Moses   because   of   his   love   for   Israel,   that  
whosoever   should   believe   in   his   message   should   not   perish   but   have   life.   In   the   same   way,   Jesus  
is   pointing   out   to   Nicodemus   that   the   Son   of   God   is   the   one   to   be   lifted   up   to   ease   the   fears   and  
anxieties   of   the   world  

I   think   that   the   story   of   Jesus   and   Nicodemus,   and   even   the   somewhat   bizarre   story   of   the  
ancient   Israelites   and   the   bronze   serpent,   can   speak   to   us   in   the   time   of   fear   and   uncertainty   we  
find   ourselves   in.   Many   of   us   have   a   great   deal   of   concern   about   the   coronavirus   that   is   sweeping  
the   globe   and   has   now   come   to   the   United   States.   This   isn’t   the   first   time   we’ve   been   faced   with  
a   global   health   threat,   but   somehow   it   feels   a   little   scarier,   a   little   closer   to   home.   Perhaps   this   is  
how   some   of   you   felt   if   you   lived   in   areas   where   AIDS   was   spreading   in   the   1980s.   We   are  
anxious   when   we   are   faced   with   a   disease   for   which   we   don’t   know   all   the   facts   and   don’t   have   a  
cure.  

We   are,   as   a   nation   and   less   immediately   as   a   community,   walking   through   a   challenging  
time.   Though   health   experts   iterate   that   as   of   right   now   the   health   risks   to   Oregonians   are   low  
and   we   have   no   confirmed   cases   of   coronavirus   in   Lane   County   and   only   six   confirmed   cases   in  
the   whole   of   Oregon,   I   think   it   is   fair   to   say   that   we   can   probably   expect   those   numbers   to  
increase   over   the   coming   weeks.   And   there   are   many   in   our   immediate   community   who   are   at   a  



higher   risk,   whether   due   to   age   or   due   to   medical   vulnerability   of   various   kinds.   While   I   do   have  
Dr.   in   my   title,   I   am   not   a   medical   professional,   and   thus   am   not   qualified   to   give   medical   advice.  
At   the   same   time,   as   your   pastoral   associate,   I   take   seriously   my   charge   to   walk   with   this  
community   through   the   good   times   and   the   bad,   the   anxious   times   and   times   of   ease.   And   so,   I  
have   been   thinking   this   week,   as   perhaps   some   of   you   have,   what   does   it   mean   to   be   faithful   in  
times   like   these?   What   does   it   mean   to,   like   Nicodemus,   seek   out   and   look   to   Jesus   for   guidance  
in   times   of   fear   and   uncertainty?   What   does   it   mean   to   bear   witness   to   the   work   of   God   in   the  
world,   to   be   God’s   hands   in   the   world   when   we   should   probably   not   be   touching   hands?   How   do  
we   support   each   other   in   community,   even   if   our   meetings   have   to   be   modified?  

When   it   comes   to   the   coronavirus   or   any   contagion   or   crisis   that   pertains   to   our   lives,   we  
are   called   to   move   through   fear   and   to   live   lives   of   trust.   If   fear   drives   our   actions,   we   may   end  
up   hurting   others   and   ourselves.   I   was   reading   an   article   the   other   day   about   how   to   avoid  
touching   our   faces   so   much,   since   that’s   the   primary   mode   of   transmission   of   the   virus.   Stew  
Shankman,   a   professor   of   psychiatry   and   behavioral   sciences   at   Northwestern   University,   said  
that   his   "general   advice   would   be   that   people   should   try   to   reduce   their   stress   over   all,   as   opposed  
to   obsessively   worrying   about   what   they   touch.   .   .   .   Stress   impacts   your   immune   system,   and   the  
more   you’re   stressed,   the   more   you’re   reducing   your   body’s   ability   to   fight   off   infections.”   So  1

whatever   precautions   you   take,   and   we   should   all   take   precautions,   try   not   to   let   fear   get   the  
upper   hand,   because   stress   can   damage   your   capacity   to   avoid   infections.   Fear   also   might   lead   us  
to   hurt   others   in   our   community,   even   inadvertently.   Stockpiling   face   masks,   for   instance,   when  
those   are   desperately   needed   by   healthcare   professionals,   is   just   one   example.   Spreading   rumors  
or   misinformation   might   be   another.   We   have   to   take   care   to   be   grounded   and   still   watchful,  
careful   but   also   full   of   care.  

If   you’ll   allow   me   to   modify   FDR’s   famous   statement,   fear   itself   is   not   all   we   have   to  
fear,   but   it   does   seem   to   be   something   we   should   avoid.   This   was   Jesus’s   advice   to   Nicodemus   as  
well,   do   not   let   fear   overcome   you.   Of   course,   Jesus   was   not   giving   counsel   to   Nicodemus   on  
how   he   could   avoid   getting   sick,   but   he   was   giving   advice   to   someone   who   had   been   gripped   by  
fear   —   fear   of   being   found   out,   fear   of   his   peers,   fear   for   his   reputation.   And   what   Jesus   calls  
him   to   is   what   he   calls   us   to   —   to   ground   ourselves   in   truth,   to   continue,   no   matter   what   we   do,  
to   keep   our   eyes   fixed   on   a   Lord   who   willingly   entered   a   disease-ridden,   broken   world   to   bring  
life   and   salvation   to   us   all.  

Jesus   came   and   met   people   right   where   they   were.   It   is,   perhaps,   no   surprise   that   this  
message   of   love   and   salvation   for   the   masses   was   quietly   related   to   a   single   person   in   the   dead   of  
night.   It   is   when   we   are   most   afraid   and   isolated   that   we   need   a   message   of   consolation,   a  
message   of   encouragement.   My   prayer   is   that   we   as   a   community   will   continue   to   encourage  
each   other   through   scary   times,   that   in   our   time   of   anxiety   we   will   continue   to   look   to   Christ  
crucified   and   exalted   as   a   reminder   of   God’s   call   to   love   each   other   and   our   world.   Amen.  
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